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Abstract
Objective.CT-mesh hybrid phantoms (or ‘hybrid(s)’)made from integrated patient CT data and
mesh-type reference computational phantoms (MRCPs) can be beneficial for patient-specificwhole-
body dose evaluation, but this benefit has yet to be evaluated for second cancer risk prediction. The
purpose of this study is to compare the hybrid’s ability to predict risk throughout the bodywith a
patient-scaledMRCP against ground truthwhole-bodyCTs (WBCTs).Approach.Head and neck
active scanning proton treatment planswere created for and simulated on seven hybrids and the
corresponding scaledMRCPs andWBCTs. Equivalent dose throughout the bodywas calculated and
input into five second cancer riskmodels for both excess absolute and excess relative risk (EAR and
ERR). The hybrid phantomwas evaluated by comparing equivalent dose and risk predictions against
theWBCT.Main results.The hybridmost frequently provides whole-body second cancer risk
predictionswhich are closer to the ground truthwhen compared to a scaledMRCP alone. The
performance of the hybrid relative to the scaledMRCPwas consistent across ERR, EAR, and all risk
models. For all in-field organs, where the hybrid shares theWBCT anatomy, the hybrid was better
than or equal to the scaledMRCP for both equivalent dose and risk prediction. For out-of-field organs
across all patients, the hybrid’s equivalent dose predictionwas superior than the scaledMRCP in 48%
of all comparisons, equivalent for 34%, and inferior for 18%. For risk assessment in the same organs,
the hybrid’s predictionwas superior than the scaledMRCP in 51.8%of all comparisons, equivalent in
28.6%, and inferior in 19.6%. Significance.Whole-body risk predictions from theCT-mesh hybrid
have shown to bemore accurate than those from a reference phantom alone. These hybrids could aid
in risk-optimized treatment planning and individual risk assessment tominimize second cancer
incidence.

1. Introduction and background

One of themost devastating potential effects of radiotherapy in cancer treatment is the incidence of a radiogenic
secondarymalignancy. Secondarymalignant neoplasms (SMNs) accounted for 17%–19%of all new cancer
diagnoses in theUS between 2005 and 2009 (Morton et al 2014), and it is estimated that 8%of all SMNs are
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related to the patient’s prior radiation treatment (Berrington deGonzales et al 2011). Pediatric patients are at
even greater risk, as children and young adults aremore likely to live longer post-treatment, and because their
smaller size places key organs at risk (OAR) closer to areas receiving therapeutic doses (ICRP 2007,Dracham
et al 2018). Due to an overall increase in cancer survivor populations (estimated to reach 22.1million in theUS)
(Miller et al 2019,Howlader et al 2021), there is increasing interest in improving patient quality of life post
treatment by reducing long term adverse effects of radiation therapy (Oeffinger et al 2006,Newhauser et al 2016).

For exposures below 2.5 Sv (considered low dose in radiation oncology), the commonly acceptedmodel for
cancer induction risk due to radiation is the linear no-threshold (LNT)model described in the BEIRVII report
(NRC2006). Thismodel relies heavily on data from the atomic bomb survivors, and the validity of thismodel is
the subject of significant debate (Mossman 2012, Cardarelli andUlsh 2018, Sykes 2020). Even accepting the LNT
model as it is, current recommendations from the BEIRVII limit its validity to tissues receiving under 2.5 Sv.
Alternate riskmodels have been proposed to complement the LNTmodel to extend into therapeutic exposures
(Fontenot et al 2009, Rechner et al 2015, Stokkevåg et al 2016, Dasu andToma-Dasu 2017).

Despite the uncertainties inherent in riskmodelling, relative risk is important to consider when comparing
treatmentmodalities and assessing individual patient risk. Furthermore, aside from simple risk assessment,
there is interest in developing risk-optimized treatment planningmethods to reduce the risk of SMNswhile
maintaining clinical tumor control standards (Rechner et al 2015, Zhang et al 2015, Rechner et al 2020).
However, while this does begin to address the SMN risk inside the treatment field, studies have shown that
secondarymalignancies can appear throughout the body in tissues receiving relatively low dose. In particular, a
study fromDiallo et al (2009) found in a group of 115 pediatric patients who developed a solid SMN that 22%
weremore than 5 cm away and 13%weremore than 10 cm away from the edge of the irradiated volume.
Furthermore, the largest population of SMNs (31%of all reported)were observed in tissues receiving less than
2.5Gy.

One of themain benefits of proton therapy is reduced dose to healthy tissue due to the dose deposition
properties of the Bragg peak. In recent years a lot of research has been dedicated to investigatingwhether the
tissue sparing fromproton therapy actually results in reduced risk for developing an SMNcompared to photon
therapy (Chung et al 2013, Eaton et al 2015,DeLaney et al 2020, König et al 2020). One of the concerns regarding
risk fromproton therapy is the stray neutron dose generated in the treatment head or the patient (Schneider et al
2002, Jarlskog and Paganetti 2008,Hälg and Schneider 2020), particularly in passive scattering proton therapy,
where additional neutrons are producedwithin the scatterers compared to active scanning proton therapy
(Pérez-Andújar et al 2009,Newhauser et al 2016, AAPMTG158Kry et al 2017).

Physicalmeasurements,Monte Carlo simulations, and analyticalmodels have all been vital tools when
investigating andmodelling out-of-field dose.However, a key element needed to translate these out-of-field
dose predictions into patient-specific organ doses and subsequently second cancer risk is knowledge of the
patient’s anatomy outside the treatmentfield (Newhauser andDurante 2011). In clinical cases, the extent of the
patient CT images are limited and rarely extend across thewhole-body, therefore this anatomical knowledge
needs to be supplemented by some othermeans.

Advancedmesh-type reference computational phantoms (MRCPs) have been developed by international
commission on radiological protection (ICRP)TaskGroup 103 under Committee 2 (Kim et al 2018) to replicate
the ICRP 110 adult reference phantoms (ICRP 2009) in a 3D volumetricmesh format. TheseMRCPs provide
multiple benefits over voxel-based phantoms, includingmore accuratemodelling offine structures and relative
ease ofmodificationwithout loss of information (Kim et al 2016). By scaling theseMRCPs to patient-specific
measurements, and then splicing themwith knownpatient CT data, a hybridwhole-body phantom can be
createdwhich supplements the anatomy of the known in-fieldwith a patient-specific approximation of the out-
of-field anatomy. These hybrid phantoms retain the integrity of the in-field dose distribution, andmost
frequently provide the best estimate of out-of-field organ dose compared to anMRCP alone (Kollitz et al 2022).

The goal of this study is to assess if the ability of a patient-specific CT-mesh hybrid phantom to predict
second cancer risk in organs throughout the body is impactedwhen consideringmultiple riskmodels and
evaluate if the hybrid geometry could provide a benefit in risk assessment. In this specific case, focusing on the
risk from the therapeutic beam and internally generated neutrons produced during active scanning proton
therapywithout the influence of the treatment roomor beamnozzle.

2.Methods

Seven head and neck hybrid phantomswere created, each corresponding to a separate ground truthwhole-body
CT. For those hybrids, treatment planswere created using a research version of the RayStation 7 treatment
planning systemwhichwere based on and adapted from real clinical plans delivered to proton therapy patients.
These treatment planswere then simulated via an in-houseGeant4Monte Carlo code on the ground truth
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whole-bodyCT (WBCT), on the hybrid phantom, and on anMRCP scaled to patientmeasurements taken from
theWBCT (in a clinical case the scaling could be adapted to use physicalmeasurements). In the previous study of
Kollitz et al (2022), it was found that the defaultMRCPwas least frequently the best predictor of organ dose
compared to a hybrid phantomor anMRCP scaled to patientmeasurements. For this reason, we chose not to
include the defaultMRCP in ourmethods and analysis. The ability of the hybrid to predict equivalent dose to
organs of interest compared to amesh phantom alonewas then analyzedwith respect to theWBCT ground
truth. The resulting organ equivalent doses were then input into five riskmodels (1 linear, 2 linear-plateau, 2
linear-exponential) for radiation-induced secondary cancer. Then, similarly to the equivalent dose, the hybrid
was then analyzed in the context of risk predictive ability compared to the scaledMRCP alonewith respect to the
WBCT ground truth.

2.1.Hybrid phantom creation
The hybrid phantomdesign is composed of three segment types which form a continuouswhole body
computational phantomwhen combined:

• In-field—patient CT images of the treatment site

• Out-of-field—tetrahedral volumetricmeshes cut from anMRCP scaled to patientmeasurements

• Transition—a blending region created by voxelizing the scaledMRCP, deformably registering the scaled
MRCP to the patient CT, and extending and softening the deformation field to smoothly blend the out-of-
fieldmesh anatomy into the patient CT anatomy.

Each of these seven hybrids was created following themethodology of Kollitz et al (2022). TheMRCPs used
in all hybrids in this studywere developed to replace the ICRP 110 adult reference computationalmodels
(ICRP 2009, Kim et al 2018). The completed hybrids used in this study are shown infigures 1 and 2, where
figure 1 shows themale hybrids with their respectiveWBCTs, and figure 2 shows the samewith the female
hybridswith all segmentsmarked.

In its current state,many stages of hybrid creation are still manual, such as: selecting the point at which the
scaledMRCP gets appended to the in-field CT, organizing image file data, and integrating the images into the
Geant4 environment. A trained user following an instructionalmanual should be able to create a fully bespoke
hybrid phantom from startingmaterials within a few hours, which includes processing time for scripts executing
mesh voxelization, image deformation, and tetrahedralmesh excision. Aswork progresses on the hybrid
phantoms, an increasing priority should be placed on the automation of hybrid production. However, at this
early stage of development, it is important to note the not insignificant time investment needed to create a
hybrid.

Figure 1.All of themale hybrid phantoms representing patients 1–4 side by sidewith their respectiveWBCTs. For each subfigure (a)–
(d), the hybrid is on the left and theWBCT is on the right. The top row shows all images in sagittal view and the bottom row in coronal.
The hybrid has each of the three segments (from top to bottom in each torso: in-fieldCT (I), transition (II), and out-of-field scaled
MRCP (III)) demarcated by awhite line and labelled in subfigure (a), where the shared anatomy is themost superior segment of the
head and neck.
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2.1.1.WBCT selection
Each of the seven hybrid phantomswere uniquely tailored to a different patientWBCT. TheseWBCTswere
chosen from a selection of scans provided by theUniversityHospital of LMUMunich. Some criteria which
guidedWBCT selectionwere: relative lack ofmetallic artifacts (particularly from fillings in themouth), mixed
genders, and variety in patient size. For this study, 4maleWBCTs and 3 femaleWBCTswere used.

2.1.2.MRCP scaling
The adultMRCPswere provided by the ICRPTaskGroup 103, Committee 2who developed them in two
formats: a triangular surfacemeshmodel with concentric hollow organs and a volumetricmodel with solid
tetrahedralmeshes. The surfacemesh is easilymanipulated inmost commercial 3Dmodelling software, and
here has been scaled tomatch the torso dimensions of theWBCT. The scaling was based on the previouswork of
Zvereva et al (2017) andKollitz et al (2022), using bony anatomy of theCT image (spine height, pelvis width and
depth), in a clinical situation themeasurements would be taken directly from the patient (sitting height, hip
circumference, or amore complex scaling factor from surface imaging). After scaling, themeshwas converted
into a volumetricmesh before being cut and spliced into the hybrid and implemented into theGeant4
simulation geometry.

2.2. Treatment planning and simulation
A research version of RayStation 7was used to contour and plan IMPTproton treatments for each of the seven
treatment sites. Treatment planswere created on each treatment site’s designated in-field CT. All plans centered
on the head and neck region, however the treatment planswere greatly varied between patients, including
different beam angle combinations, inclusion or exclusion of range shifters, and extent of tumor volumes.

Each of the treatment plansmade for this studywas based on and adapted from anonymized clinical proton
treatment plans provided for reference by the Trento ProtonCenter. The beam setup and range uncertainties for
these planswere adapted as closely as possible given the difference in availablemachines in our research version
of RayStation 7. Likewise, dose constraints and objectives were initially implemented as is, and then adjusted to
achieve dose distributions in the new anatomywhichwere as close as possible to the dose to targets andOAR in
the original plans.When the resulting dose distribution differed significantly from the original plan, dose limit
guides in the literaturewere consulted to confirm that the differing organswere still within clinical toxicity
limits. The complete treatment plans as simulated inGeant4 are given in the supplementarymaterials (available
online at stacks.iop.org/PMB/67/185011/mmedia).

Figure 2.All of the female hybrid phantoms representing patients 5–7 side by sidewith their respectiveWBCTs. For each subfigure
(a)–(c), the hybrid is on the left and theWBCT is on the right. The top row shows all images in sagittal view and the bottom row in
coronal. The hybrid has each of the three segments (from top to bottom in each torso: in-fieldCT (I), transition (II), and out-of-field
scaledMRCP (III)) demarcated by awhite line and labelled in subfigure (a), where the shared anatomy is themost superior segment of
the head and neck.
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2.2.1. Organ contouring
Two categories of organswere contoured, one for the purposes of treatment planning (localfine structureOAR,
planning target volumes (PTVs), etc) and one for the purposes of post-simulation risk analysis. Some of these
organs belonged to both groups depending on the treatment plan (left and right eyes, thyroid), however, some
additional organswere contoured for the purposes of post-simulation risk analysis such as thewhole brain and
part of the lungs (when present in theCT).

All organswere contoured based on contouring atlases for the head and neck from the radiation therapy
oncology group (RTOG) andNRGOncology Center for Innovation in RadiationOncology aswell as by
referencing real clinical active scanning proton treatment plans. Some of the structures contoured for treatment
planning purposes in theCT in-field (such as the optic chiasm and brainstem) are likely to have some error in
definition due to the low resolution (1.034×1.034×5mm) and poor image contrast in theWBCT segments.
The tumor volumeswere challenging to placewithin theWBCT considering theWBCTs had no solid tumors
and thus lacked the tissue displacement typical of images containing solid tumors. For example, if in the clinical
case a tumor formed between twoOARs, then the only options to replicate that volume in theWBCTwere to
either include some healthy tissue of theOAR in the contour or to reduce the tumor volume to excludeOAR
tissue. For these cases, we took the second approach to keep theOAR volumes as consistent across the patient
representations as possible. The choice to reduce excess overlap between the tumor volumes and theOARswas
made to preserve the ability to use the clinical treatment plans’ planned dose distributions as a guide for our own.
If the tumor shape had been copied directly, it is possible that some overlapwithOARswould havemade it
impossible to achieve the same dose distribution as in the reference clinical plans.

After contouringwas complete, the smallest treated volume for a single planwas 59 cm3 and the average
volume of the largest PTV in each planwas 235 cm3. An additional complication to contouringwas patient
positioning. TheWBCTswere takenwith a neutral head tilt, while the CTs of the reference treatment planswere
takenwith the head tilted back,making itmore difficult to replicate the tumor volumes in theWBCT.With these
considerations inmind, the tumor shape and volume from the reference planswere replicated as closely as
possible.

The organs chosen for post-simulation analysis of secondary cancer riskwere the brain, left and right eyes,
thyroid, lungs, liver, kidneys, and bladder. These organswere chosen since theywere relatively easy to contour,
are spread throughout the torso, were present across both genders of patient, had equivalentmeshes in the
MRCPs, spanned several organswith specific organ risk coefficients using the BEIRVIImodel (NRC2006),
and/orwere of particular interest when considering secondary cancer risk.While some of these organswere
already contoured for treatment planning purposes (such as the eyes), organs not contained or partially
contained in the treatment anatomy (lungs, liver, kidneys, and bladder) had to be contoured on theWBCT for
dose analysis purposes.

2.2.2. Simulations and equivalent dose calculation
Each treatment planwas exported fromRayStation using an in-house script which converted the beamangles
and spot coordinates into a notation readable byGeant4 andwhich additionally converted the beamweighting
frommonitor units to particle number. The base implementation ofGeant4 (Agostinelli et al 2003)was derived
from that of Schmid et al (2015) and updated to be compatible with version 10.05.p01 and to construct
tetrahedralmesh and hybrid geometry. The voxel-based segments were implemented in the formofDICOM
images using theHU-basedmaterials list fromSchneider et al (2000) and themesh-based segments used the
organmaterials from the originalMRCPs (Kim et al 2018). TheMonte Carlo physicsmodels were configured as
the default predefinedQGSP_BIC_HPGeant4 physics list. For a given patient representation (WBCT, hybrid,
scaledMRCP), 500million particles were simulated for each treatment plan, separated into 10 batches for
statistical analysis. This number of particles was chosen pragmatically as a compromise between ideal statistics
(for example<1%uncertainty even for organs farthest from the treatment isocenter) and computational and
temporal limitations.With this number of simulated particles the uncertainty in equivalent dose and risk
quantities are around 1%–2% in the closer and larger out-of-field organs (lungs and liver) and around 10%–

16% in the farther and smaller out-of-field organs (kidneys and bladder).We considered this to be an acceptable
level of uncertainty given the practical limitations inherent in substantially increasing the number of simulated
particles and given that the absolute dose difference in the far-field organswas small enough to be of little
practical relevance especially when considering other uncertainties not accounted for in this study.

To calculate equivalent dose, the therapeutic proton component of dosewas separated from the neutron
component, so the appropriate weighting factors could be applied to each. Further, the neutron energywas
needed to calculate the energy-specificweighting factor recommended by the ICRP 92model (ICRP 2003).
Using the scorers previously developed and tested (Kollitz et al 2022), the neutron dose scorer separated out the
neutron component,first by tagging neutrons and all descendants of neutrons and then tallying all dose from the
tagged particles as the neutron dose component. The other scorers developed in that workwere used to track the
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average neutron energy per voxel: oneweighted by the neutron fluence through that voxel, oneweighted by the
amount of kinetic energy transferred fromneutrons to charged particles within that voxel (KERMA). These two
methods of obtaining neutron energy could potentially yield different weighting factors and therefore different
estimates of equivalent dose fromneutrons (Kollitz et al 2022). In this way, we could evaluate the potential
impact of alternate neutron equivalent dose calculationmethods on risk predictionwhen usingMonte Carlo
simulations.

2.3. Riskmodel implementation
This study examined both excess relative risk (ERR) and excess absolute risk (EAR). For each patient, the ERR for
each organwasfirst calculated using the LNT riskmodel as:

( )m= ´ERR H , 2.1T T T ERR,

where ERRT is the ERRof a radiation-induced secondarymalignancy developing in the organ of tissue type T ,
HT is the equivalent dose delivered to the organ of interest, and mT ERR, is an organ specific risk coefficient.
Similarly the EARwasfirst calculated as:

( )m= ´EAR H , 2.2T T T EAR,

where EART is the EARof a radiation-induced secondarymalignancy developing in the organ of tissue type T ,
HT is the equivalent dose delivered to the organ of interest, and mT EAR, is an organ specific risk coefficient. The
organ specific risk coefficient for bothmodels was calculated according to the BEIRVII report depending on risk
type (ERRor EAR), the age at exposure, attained age, and sex of the patient. For this study, since all of the
treatment plans were fully hypothetical, the chosen age at exposure was 45 and attained agewas 65. The LNT
model of risk is commonly recommended only in tissues receiving less than 2.5 Sv by the BEIRVII report and the
ICRP 99Publication (ICRP 2005), therefore, some alternative nonlinearmodels to riskwere also examined in
this study. The linear-plateau and linear-exponential riskmodels with an inflection point at 10 and 40 Svwere
chosen to represent awide range of plausible dose-response relationships and to put this study in the context of
previous literature (Sigurdson et al 2005, Ruben et al 2008, Fontenot et al 2009, Fontenot et al 2010, Rechner et al
2012, Rechner et al 2015). Figure 3 illustrates the shapes of the different riskmodels used in this study using the
mT ERR, value for ‘other’ organswhich do not have a unique coefficient defined by the BEIRVII.

Using the linear-exponential riskmodel, the EARwas calculated as:

( )m= ´ ´ a-EAR H e 2.3T EAR
H

,

and the EARusing the linear-plateau riskmodel was calculated as:

( ) ( )
m

a
= ´ - a-EAR e1 . 2.4T EAR H,

Both using the samemathematical formalisms as Fontenot et al (2010)whichwere in turn based on the
models suggested by Schneider et al (2006), where H is the equivalent dose, mT EAR, is the organ specific risk

Figure 3.The shape of the 5 riskmodels used in this study: linear no-threshold (LNT), linear-plateauwith an inflection at 10 Sv and at
40 Sv, and linear-exponential with an inflection at 10 Sv and at 40 Sv. This example uses the generic organ coefficient from the BEIR
VII report for a patient with an age at exposure of 45 and an attained age of 65.
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coefficient for that organ for EAR, and a is a parameter to control the shape of the curve according to the
respective inflection point (10 or 40 Sv). Equations for ERRwere the same as the ones for EAR except the mT EAR,

was replaced by m .T ERR,

The inflection point in the linear-exponentialmodel was defined as the equivalent dose point which yielded
themaximum risk. As the linear-plateaumodel doesn’t have a truemathematical inflection point, the inflection
point was defined as the equivalent dose point which yielded 90%of themaximum risk of themodel as
equivalent dose approaches infinity. In addition to this, themodel was defined such that the risk at 1 Svwas
equivalent to that of the LNTmodel, adjusting the /mT EAR ERR, term if necessary. This was done tomaintain the
linear relationship at low doses.With these conditions, the a for eachmodel and the mT for eachmodel and each
tissuewere calculated. Table 1 gives the calculated a value for eachmodel and inflection point as well as those
used previously by Fontenot et al (2010). For allmodels which used anα valuewhich differed from those used by
Fontenot et al (2010), the organ-specific risk coefficients /mT EAR ERR, were calculated using both our and
Fontenot’sα values at the 1 Sv reference pointmentioned previously. From this calculation, in allmodels there
was a less than 1%difference between themodified /mT EAR ERR, risk coefficients.

2.4. Analysismethods
For both equivalent dose and risk, the better performing phantom for a given organ and patient was defined by
whichever phantomgave the smallest percent difference in equivalent dose or risk from theWBCT ground
truth. The phantomswere considered to be equal predictors of equivalent dose or risk for a given organ if the
25th and 75th percentiles of the organ quantity (equivalent dose or risk) overlapped. Additionally, in the case of
one overestimating the ground truth and the other underestimating, the two phantomswere considered equal
predictors if the absolute value of the difference of the 25th and 75th percentiles from the ground truth
overlapped. The uncertainty percentiles were entirely based on the statistical variance between the 10 simulation
batches.

For clarity, we define here a ‘case’ as an equivalent dose or risk evaluation in a specific organ for a given
treatment plan.

For example, one case would be theKERMA-weighted equivalent dose in the left eye in Patient 3, which
would then be used to evaluate the relative performance of the phantoms for that case. For risk, an example of a
case would be the linear-plateaumodel with inflection at 40 Sv EARprediction in the liver of Patient 4 based on
thefluence-weighted equivalent dose calculation.

3. Results

This section addresses the hybrid performance in terms of equivalent dose and secondary cancer risk prediction.
The different factors impacting the calculated risk (selectedmodel, neutron energy calculationmethod, etc) are
examined based on the effect on the hybrid phantom’s predictive ability. The full quantitative data for equivalent
dose and secondary cancer risk estimates are given in the supplementarymaterials.

3.1.Hybrid ability to predict equivalent dose
Regardless of whether theKERMA- orfluence-weighted neutron energy scoringwas used for equivalent dose
calculation, in all considered patients the hybrid provided better than or equal predictions compared to the
scaledMRCP for all organs designated as in- or near-field. The in or near field organs were defined as the brain,
the left and right eyes, and the thyroid. In all patients these organs are entirely contained in the in-fieldCT
segment of the hybrid phantom shared by theWBCT. They are categorized as ‘in or nearfield’ since, due to the
different treatment plans, some organs such as the thyroidmay be in or out of the treatment field depending on
whether the nodal volumeswere irradiated for that patient. In 95%of the in-and-near-field cases the hybridwas
better than the scaledMRCP alone, out of a total 56 cases (two equivalent dose scorers, four in-and-near-field
organs, seven patients). In the remaining 3 (5%) cases, the scaledMRCPperformed equivalently to the hybrid.

Table 1.Values for curvature parameterαusedwith each riskmodel.

Model

Inflection

point (Sv) α, this work

α, Fontenot

et al (2010)

LNT N/A N/A N/A

Linear plateau 10 0.230 259 0.25

40 0.057 565 0.068

Linear exponential 10 0.1 0.09

40 0.025 0.025
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This is consistent withwhatmight be expected considering that by definition the hybrid andWBCT share the in-
field anatomywhile the scaledMRCPdoes not.

For the organs far outside the treatment field (defined here as the lungs, liver, kidneys, and bladder for all
patients) the hybrid provided superior estimates than the scaledMRCP in 48%out of a total 56 cases and
equivalent estimates in 34%of cases. In the remaining 18%, the scaledMRCPoutperformed the hybrid
phantom (table 2).

Figure 4 shows boxplots of the organ equivalent doses calculated using theKERMA-weighted neutron
energy scorer for a single patient (Pat 1). The top rowof boxplots show that for the in and near field organs, the
hybrid accurately represents the equivalent dose received by the ground truthWBCT.Outside of the treatment
field, in the transition andmesh regions of the hybrid phantom, typically the hybrid still exhibits an
improvement over the scaledMRCP, butmay differ from the ground truthWBCT value. Boxplots of the
equivalent dose using thefluence-weighted scorer, and for the other patients, are given in the equivalent dose
boxplots in the supplementarymaterials.

In addition to the number of cases in each rank, we can also look at the averagemagnitude of deviation from
theWBCT for each rank category. For equivalent dose, this information is given in table 3. The average absolute
value of the percent difference for superior hybrid cases in the in-field (where the hybrid shares theCT anatomy
of theWBCT) is 0.18% and there are no inferior hybrid cases. In the out-of-field, the hybrid has similar average
percent differences for both superior and inferior cases (9.3%–13.5%). This contrasts sharply with the scaled
MRCP,where the average percent difference varied across superior and inferior cases from2.4% to 25.5%.
When the hybrid provides a superior out-of-field prediction, on average it provides an improvement on the
percent difference by approximately 12%over the scaledMRCP. In cases where the scaledMRCPoutperforms
the hybrid, that the overall average percent differences lower, and also that the difference between the two
phantoms is reduced to about 7%.

Figure 4.Boxplots showing the equivalent dose calculated using theKERMA-weighted neutron energy scorer for each of the selected
organs in Patient 1 using the hybrid phantom, the scaledMRCP, and the ground truthWBCT. The centralmark in each box is the
median, the box edges are the 25th and 75th percentiles, the crosses are outliers (defined as points that aremore than 1.5 times the
interquartile range away from the 25th or 75th quartiles.), and thewhiskers extend to the extreme data points not including outliers.

Table 2. Fraction of organs by phantomwhich gave the best equivalent dose
prediction. In/near-field: brain, left and right eyes, thyroid. Out-of-field:
lungs, liver, kidneys, bladder.

Organ

location Hybrid

Scaled

MRCP

Equivalent

performance

In/near-field 0.95 0.00 0.05

Out-of-field 0.48 0.18 0.34
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3.2.Hybrid ability to predict risk
For each patient, the ERR and EARwas calculated for the five selected riskmodels and for both thefluence and
KERMA-weighted neutron energy scorer. This resulted in 20 estimates of risk (10 each for ERR and EAR) for a
given organ in a given patient representation (WBCT, hybrid, scaledMRCP) for each treatment plan.Overall,
across all in-field organ risk estimates (brain, left and right eyes, and thyroid), the hybrid outperformed the
scaledMRCP in 96%of cases and performed equally to scaledMRCP in 4%.Across the out-of-field organs
(lungs, liver, kidneys, and bladder) the hybrid outperformed the scaledMRCP in 51.8%of cases, performed
equivalently in 28.6%of cases, and performedworse than the scaledMRCP in 19.6%of cases (table 4).

Figure 5 shows the EARper ten thousand person years (10k PY) predicted for all organs and all patients,
using theKERMA-weighted neutron energy scorer for each of the 5 riskmodels (the corresponding figure for
ERR is given in the supplementarymaterials). As all of themodels share the linearmodel in low dose regions, it
was possible to observewhich cases choice of phantomhad a higher impact than choice of riskmodel. It is also
possible from thisfigure to see not only which phantombest predicted the ground truth for each EAR case, but
also themagnitude of the difference with respect to theWBCT and to each other.

Similarly to the equivalent dose analysis, we can also look at the average absolute value deviation from each
risk prediction rank category fromboth the hybrid and scaledMRCP cases. These values for the risk are given in
table 5.While the numbers are slightly different, overall a similar pattern emerged as in the equivalent dose. In
the in-field organs, the cases where the hybrid was superior had an average percent difference from the ground
truth of 0.25%, and therewere no inferior in-field hybrid cases. Out-of-field, the average percent difference
between the superior and inferior hybrid cases ranged from9.3% to 12.6%,while the same range for the scaled
MRCP cases ranged from3.2% to 25.9%.

For an out-of-field case where the hybrid gave the superior estimate, the difference between the hybrid and
the scaledMRCPwas 13.3%.Correspondingly, when the scaledMRCP gave the superior case, the average
difference from the hybrid was 6.1%.

3.2.1. Impact of selected riskmodel
Thefive different riskmodels frequently had a significant impact on themagnitude of the risk prediction in
organs receiving>1 Sv.However, the relative performance of the hybrid compared to the scaledMRCPwas
completely unaffected by choice of riskmodel. For a given organ subjected to a given treatment plan, if the
hybrid outperformed the scaledMRCPusing one riskmodel, it subsequently outperformed the scaledMRCP
using every other riskmodel for both EAR and ERR.

Figure 6 shows the EAR for all patients for each of the five riskmodels (the corresponding figure for ERR is
given in the supplementarymaterials). The organs receiving the highest dose have the greatest difference
between the riskmodels. For organs receiving less than 2.5 Sv, where the linear-plateau and linear-exponential
models are designed tomatch the LNTmodel, the difference in predicted risk between themodels isminimal.
Despite beingmatched to the LNT in the low dose-region, it is still possible to have some small deviations,
particularly at extremely lowdose. This is because the non-LNTmodels are inherently nonlinear, and the point
of approximate linearity ismatched at the 1 Sv equivalent dose point. In regions receiving close to zero dose, the

Table 3.Equivalent dose prediction average percent difference from
WBCTof organs falling under the superior/inferior performance category
for both phantoms. In/near-field: brain, left and right eyes, thyroid.Out-
of-field: lungs, liver, kidneys, bladder.

Hybrid ScaledMRCP

Organ location Superior Inferior Superior Inferior

In/near-field 0.18 N/A N/A 30.62

Out-of-field 13.53 9.34 2.42 25.50

Table 4. Fraction of organs by phantomwhich gave the best risk prediction.
In/near-field: brain, left and right eyes, thyroid. Out-of-field: lungs, liver,
kidneys, bladder.

Organ

location Hybrid

Scaled

MRCP

Equivalent

performance

In/near-field 0.96 0.00 0.04

Out-of-field 0.518 0.196 0.286
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models are going to deviatemore than at the point of alignment. From this figure, across all riskmodels the
scaledMRCPmost visibly deviates from the hybrid andWBCT in tissues receiving between 0.1 and 11 Sv. This
dose level ismore likely to correspond to tissues in or near the treatment field andmay include some organs
which are entirely contained in the in-fieldCT, such as the brain. This region in turn corresponds to the part of
the hybrid phantomwhichmost heavily utilizes patient-specific anatomy.

Figure 5.A comparison of the EARpredictions using theKERMA-weighted neutron energy scorer for equivalent dose for the 5 risk
models across all 7 patients, all 8 selected organs, and all 3 patient representations. Each column corresponds to a particular organ
where theWBCT, hybrid, and scaledMRCP are represented by a blue open circle, a redfilled circle, and a yellow filled triangle
respectively.Within a particular column, there are five points from left to right corresponding to each riskmodel. From left to right:
LNT, linear-plateauwith inflection at 40 Sv, linear-exponential with inflection at 40 Sv, linear-plateauwith inflection at 10 Sv, and
linear-exponential with inflection at 10 Sv. For visibility, the predicted risk and error for allmodels wasmultiplied by the specified
power of 10 at the top of each of their respective columns. Error bars representing the 25th and 75th percentile are given for every
measurement, but are only visible in some very far out-of-field organs.

Table 5.Risk prediction average percent difference fromWBCTof organs
falling under the superior/inferior performance category for both
phantoms. In/near-field: brain, left and right eyes, thyroid. Out-of-field:
lungs, liver, kidneys, bladder.

Hybrid ScaledMRCP

Organ location Superior Inferior Superior Inferior

In/near-field 0.25 N/A N/A 28.24

Out-of-field 12.56 9.29 3.15 25.92
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3.2.2. Impact of neutron energy scoring type
The choice of KERMA- orfluence-weighted neutron energy scoring for equivalent dose calculation did not
greatly impact themagnitude of predicted risk in any of the patient representations. Overall, using theKERMA-
weighted scorer resulted in slightly higher absolute risk predictions compared to those using the fluence-
weighted scorer.However, relative performance of the hybrid and scaledMRCPwas not often affected. Across
all the in-field organs (brain, left eye and right eyes, and thyroid), the choice of scorer did not impact relative
hybrid performance at all. That is, for in-field organs if the hybrid provided a superior prediction of risk
compared to the scaledMRCPusing theKERMA-weighted scorer, then it likewise provided a superior
predictionwhen using thefluence-weighted scorer.

However, outside of the treatment field, therewere a few cases where changing the scorer also changedwhich
phantomprovided the closest estimate of risk relative to the ground truthWBCT. These changes were consistent
for a given organ across ERR and EAR calculations and across all implemented riskmodels. For the 4 out-of-field
organs (lungs, liver, kidneys, and bladder) across 7 patients, when switching from the fluence-weighted scorer to
theKERMA-weighted scorer, in 64%of cases the switch did not impact relative performance. In 25%of cases,
changing from thefluence-weighted scorer to theKERMA-weighted scorer resulted in the hybrid improving its
relative rank compared to the scaledMRCP. In the remaining 11%of cases, changing from the fluence-weighted
to theKERMA-weighted scorer resulted in the hybrid’s relative rankworsening compared to the scaledMRCP.

Figure 6.The predicted EAR for all organs across all patients. The linear portion of eachmodel is consistent between allmodels in the
low dose region (<2.5 Sv), that region of commonality has beenmarked by a vertical line in all subfigures.
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Although in general the KERMA-weighted scorer yielded higher estimates of risk, quantitatively the
difference between the two scorers is quite small in the out-of-field. For example, in the out-of-field organs the
largest quantitative difference between the two scorers was observed in the lungs of the Pat 5 scaledMRCPusing
the LNTmodel, where the choice in scorer resulted in a change in the EAR from4.53 to 4.68 per 10k PY and a
change in the ERR from1.10 to 1.14 for the fluence andKERMA-weighted scorers respectively. In all other out-
of-field organs for all other patients, the difference in ERRwas<0.01 and the difference in EARper 10KPYwas
<0.09 between scorers.

Formost cases, the deviation in risk estimation caused by the different scorers was less than the inherent
systematic uncertainty due to the different riskmodels. For organs inside the field or receivingmore than∼0.1
Sv, the riskmodel uncertainty was greater than the uncertainty introduced from the different scorer types.
Similarly, for organs very far from the treatmentfield (typically receiving<2mSv), the riskmodel systematic
uncertainty outweighed the scorer choice uncertainty. Organs in between those two regions (for these plans
typically the liver, kidneys, and sometimes lung) the scorer uncertainty was the same or larger than the risk
model uncertainty. As an example of this, the EARof the kidneys in the Pat 4WBCTusing the LNTmodel was
54.4 per 10k PY using the fluence-weighted scorer and 79.3 for theKERMA-weighted scorer. However, for the
same organ and patient representation using the linear-plateaumodel with a 10 Sv inflection point, the EARwas
60.8 per 10k PY using the fluence-weighted scorer and 88.7 for theKERMA-weighted scorer. Thismeans that,
for this specific case, changing the riskmodel resulted in an estimated change of∼8 incidences of secondary
cancer per 10k PYwhile changing the neutron energy scorer resulted in an estimated change of∼26 incidences
per 10k PY.

4.Discussion

4.1. Conclusions from results
This study represents the first steps into exploring the applications of a patient-specific hybridCT-mesh
computational phantom. In addition to implementing and analyzing the hybrid’s secondary cancer risk
prediction, we aimed to reproduce and expand on the results of Kollitz et al (2022) (which used twoWBCTs and
four total hybrids)with respect to the hybrid’s ability to predict equivalent dose to organs throughout thewhole
body. To this end, the equivalent dose results reflected the same pattern found inKollitz et al (2022). The hybrid
yielded as good as or better predictions of equivalent dose for all in-field organs across all patients. The selected
out-of-field organsweremost frequently best predicted by the hybrid (48%of all out-of-field organs), closely
followed by equivalently predicted by both (34%). The least probable, though still likely, result was that the out-
of-field organwas best predicted by the scaledMRCP,which occurred in 18%of the studied cases.

When expanding from the equivalent dose to the secondary cancer risk, a similar pattern emerged, but with a
slightly stronger preference for the hybrid phantom in out-of-field organs. Aswith equivalent dose, the
secondary cancer risk to the in-field organswas predicted by the hybrid aswell as or better than the scaledMRCP
in all cases. In the out-of-field cases, following the pattern of the equivalent dose predictions, the hybrid yielded a
superior prediction of risk compared to the scaledMRCP inmost out-of-field organs (51.8%) and an equivalent
prediction (28.6%). The scaledMRCPwas again the least likely to yield the closest prediction of risk at 19.6%of
cases.

In both equivalent dose and risk, the hybrid exhibited amore consistent percent difference in the out-of-
field compared to the scaledMRCP.Whether a hybrid casewas superior (average difference of∼13%) or inferior
(average difference of∼9%) to the scaledMRCP, the average percent difference was in the same range. For the
scaledMRCP, however, the superior cases had an average difference of∼3%while the inferior cases had an
average difference of∼26%. This indicates that the scaledMRCPhas amuch higher variance in predictive
ability. Furthermore, when the hybrid is superior to the scaledMRCP, the gain in percent accuracy is on average
approximately twice as high aswhen the scaledMRCP is superior to the hybrid.

One subtle aspect to note is that there are very rare cases infigures 5 and 6where the scaledMRCP andhybrid
appear to give equally good risk predictions for some organs in the in-field receiving higher levels of dose (for
example the right eye in Pat 2 infigure 5). This could potentially have a few causes such as: (1) a small absolute
difference in equivalent dose or riskwhich, despite being statistically separate, is difficult to visualize on a log–log
scale or even a linear scale covering a large range of values or (2) regionswhere organs receive close to
prescription levels of dosemight be at least partially contained in the PTV contours (planned to receive high and
uniformdose), leading to amore even distribution and similar predictions of dose at prescription levels despite
the different anatomies and perturbed dose distribution between theMRCP and hybrid.

The hybrid phantom is able to retain the integrity of the in-fieldwhile providing an improvement over a
scaledMRCP alone forwhole-body equivalent dose and secondary cancer risk prediction. Furthermore, the
hybrid’s ability to predict risk compared to the scaledMRCPwas not impacted by the choice of riskmodel or
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type of risk. Therefore, despite the inherent uncertainties in calculating the absolute quantity of risk, the hybrid
could be a useful tool for comparative ERR/EARpredictionwhen using any of the 5models investigated.

The one factor that did change how the hybrid predicted risk relative to the scaledMRCPwas the choice of
neutron energy scorer. The scorer choice only changed relative performance in out-of-field organs, and even in
that region themajority of the organ risksmaintained their relative accuracy across both phantoms.However,
when changing the scorer did effect the relative predictive performance, themost common changewas the
KERMA-weighted scorer favoring the hybrid phantom compared to the fluence-weighted scorer.

Both of the neutron energy scorers were designed to replicate as best as possible the conditions given by the
ICRP 92 (ICRP 2003) such that the use of the energy-dependent neutronweighting factormodel would be valid.
However, due to the nature of the ICRP conditions (amono-energetic field of neutrons impacting a target), an
exact replication of these conditions for internally generated neutrons is impossible. The scorers as they stand
represent a balance between the granularity of detail that is possible to access withMonteCarlo simulations and
the generality of the neutronweighting factormodel which accounts for probabalistic interactions while unable
to know specifics.The relationship between the relative uncertainties of the scorer versus the riskmodel is likely
due to a complicated interplay of the dominating factors at different dose levels, dose components, and distance
from the field. At high doses (>2.5 Sv) the riskmodels will have the strongest influence over uncertainty due to
different curve shapes after that equivalent dose point. Not only that, but at these levels the proton dose is
dominant, and the change in neutronweighting factor from the different scorers is unlikely to affect the risk
estimate asmuch. At lower doses (>0.1 Sv), the riskmodel influence is lessened, but in this dose region it is also
likely that the dose is similarly dominated by the proton component of dose, so the change in neutronweighting
factor has less of an influence. In regions far from the field, where both neutron dose dominates andwhere the
neutronweighting factor differs significantly between theKERMAand fluenceweighting, the choice of scorer is
the stronger influencing factor. In the furthest extreme ranges from the treatment field, such as the brain in the
prostate plan, the neutronweighting factor does not change significantly withKERMAversus fluenceweighting
and the riskmodel again becomes the strongest influence over uncertainty. Riskmodel choice can have a
significant impact on the uncertainty, even in the range between 0 and 2.5 Svwhere themodels are supposed to
approximate the LNTmodel, because of the inherent non-linearity of the othermodelsmentioned in
section 3.2.1.

In terms of individual organ performance trends, across all seven patients and all dose and risk quantities, the
list of organs frommost to least frequently superior to the scaledMRCP alonewas the lungs, liver, kidneys, and
bladder, with the lungs being superior over the scaledMRCP alone in at least 5 of the patients for all quantities
and the liver in at least 4. However, we feel this does not necessarily showcase a particular benefit that the hybrid
geometry brings to those organs, and rather is a factor of the particular conditions under whichwe designed the
tests (namely that all the treatment planswere head andneck plans). This list of organs also correlates with
distance of the organ from the isocenter, whichwas a key factor inwhether or not a prediction in the out-of-field
matched the ground truthWBCT (Kollitz et al 2022). Because of this, it ismost likely the case that organs closest
to the isocenter in the hybrid are themost likely to have accurate distances compared to theWBCT since they
share the in-field anatomy (and the scaledMRCPdoes not). As the distance increases, the inter-patient
anatomical differences begin to compound and result in varied distances to isocenter for organs farthest from
the in-field region and thereforemore varied performance. However, this does show that the organs closest to
the in-field are themost likely to gain an advantage fromusing the hybrid geometry.

Despite the hybrid clearly showing a relative advantage in risk prediction over the scaledMRCP, it is still
necessary to discuss the absolute advantage andwhether that warrants the effort of constructing a hybrid
phantom. Because the absolute risk predictions in this study are incomplete due to a lack ofmachine and room
geometry in the simulation (besides range shifter blocks when required by the treatment plan), wewill only be
discussing the difference in predicted risk in terms of the internally generated neutrons.

Most organs designated as outside the treatment field (lungs, liver, kidneys, and bladder) received less than 1
Sv of equivalent dose. The only exceptionwas the lungs in Pat 5, which received 1.46 or 1.48 Sv using the fluence-
weighted andKERMA-weighted scorer respectively in the ground truthWBCT. These organs all fall under the
LNT-matching portion of the investigated riskmodels, and therefore the absolute quantity of predicted risk for
both ERR and EARwas relatively consistent across all the testedmodels. These are also the organswhich yielded
the lowest risk of secondary cancer according to thosemodels.While the hybrid didmost frequently provide a
superior risk prediction over the scaledMRCP in this region, the risk predictedwas quite small, on the scale of

-10 2 EARper 10k PYor -10 4 ERR for the kidneys and liver and -10 4 EARper 10k PYor -10 5 ERR for the
bladder. Sowhile the hybridmight give a 15% improvement over the scaledMRCP (as it did for the EAR in the
kidneys of Pat 4), that resulted in a difference between the hybrid and scaledMRCPof 0.0172 EARper 10k PY. It
is reasonable to askwhether unaccounted uncertaintiesmight overtake any observed superiority of the hybrid,
or whether this level of EAR is of interest when considering treatment planning optimization.
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To address thefirst question, the hybrid phantom and the scaledMRCP are intrinsically similar in the out-
of-field since the hybrid out-of-field ismade froma segment taken directly from the scaledMRCP. If the only
region of interest is contained completely in themesh part of the hybrid phantom, then the effort needed to
create a hybridwill likelymean it would be easier and equivalently useful to use a scaledMRCP alone considering
that part of the anatomywould be the same in both. However, the real strength of the hybrid phantom lies in (1)
the preservation of the in-field, (2) the inclusion of the deformed transition region, and (3) the ability to create
whole body dose and risk distributionswith a single simulation geometry. The preservation of the in-field region
means that the dose distribution entering the region beyond theCT is as accurate as possible, in addition to
having the deformable registration in the transition regionworking tomatch patient anatomy bordering theCT
image. Furthermore, it is unlikely that therewould be a clinical scenario where simultaneously the far out-of-
field risk is of interest and the in and nearfield risk is not of interest,meaning that it is unlikely to encounter a
scenariowhere the hybridwould not provide any benefit over the scaledMRCP.

To address the second question, thefindings fromDiallo et al (2009) reported that for their cohort of 115
pediatric patients experiencing a secondary cancer, 27%of all SMNswere in regions receiving<1Gy, and a full
6%were observed in regions receiving<0.1Gy.While this is not fully transferable to the results of this paper due
to the use of absorbed dose inDiallo and equivalent dose here, as well as our lack ofmachine and room
geometry, the key takeawaymessage is that tissues outside of the treatment field receiving very low doses are still
potential host to a non-negligible number of secondary cancers. In addition to this, some of themost prevalent
types of secondary cancer are sarcoma, thyroid, breast, andCNS (Jenkinson et al 2004, Diallo et al 2009,
Berrington deGonzalez et al 2013). Of those origin sites, only the thyroidwas included in this study as the intent
was to elucidate the hybrid’s ability to predict the risk throughout the body, notmake any statements on the
magnitude or alleviation of risk. The inclusion of other sites in future studies could potentially show significant
levels of risk in these sites outside of the treatment field.

Another factor to consider is the computational time necessary to useMonte Carlo simulationswith the
hybrid phantom. In this study, a single job of 1million particles took between 3 and 26 h, depending on the
treatment plan complexity and inclusion of range shifters.While this would be prohibitively lengthy in a clinical
setting, it should be noted the patient geometry type did not have a large impact on the simulation time
compared to the impact of the treatment plan itself (in a treatment plan taking 3 h to simulate theremight be a
difference of∼30 min between geometry types, in a treatment plan taking 26 h itmight be a difference of∼3 h).
So, the same temporal obstacles would be in place even if a full patient whole-bodyCTwas available and is not
limited to the hybrid phantom. Another hurdle is the requirement of a large number of particles to achieve better
statistics far from the treatmentfield. Again, this is independent of the hybrid phantom, but remains a challenge
when discussingwhole-bodyMonte Carlo simulations. Some potential solutions include using the hybrid in
combinationwith analyticalmodels, so the benefit of patient-specific anatomy ismaintainedwithout the
computational burden of a fullMonte Carlo simulation. In addition to this, some recent software developments
forGPU acceleratedMonte Carlo simulationsmightmake these kinds of whole-body simulationsmore feasible
in a clinical environment (Qin et al 2017,Qin et al 2018, Adam et al 2020).

4.2. Impact and future directions
The hybrid phantomhas demonstrated from the results that it possesses the capability to provide patient-
specific estimates of equivalent dose and secondary cancer riskwhen out-of-field patient anatomy is unknown.
The hybrid’s predictive ability is unhindered by choice of risk type ormodel. This kind of hybrid could
potentially be used for designing risk-optimized treatment plans, or reconstructing dose for a patient presenting
for reirradiation.

However, there are quite a few things to consider for future studies. Thefirst is the construction of a
treatmentmachine and room in the simulation geometry. Particularly in the case of passive scattering plans, a
significant component of stray radiation is produced inside the treatment head (Newhauser andDurante 2011),
and thework of Englbrecht et al (2021) showed that therewere some significant contributions to the neutron
field from the gantry components and room structure in the 0.1–10MeV energy range, coincidingwith the peak
of the ICRP 92 neutronweighting factor.Without this contribution, any estimate of risk cannot be accurate for a
clinical scenario. For this study it was considered sufficient to only have the patient geometry constructed
because (1) the absolute riskwas of less importance in evaluating hybrid performance than relative accuracy and
(2) only active scanning planswere simulated, and internally generated neutrons are the primary contributor to
stray neutron dose in active scanning systems (Hälg and Schneider 2020). Despite the lack of this geometry, the
scored equivalent dose (both total and neutron components) outside the of treatmentfield is within the range of
expected values for scanned proton beams (Paganetti 2012,Hälg and Schneider 2020). On thewhole, our values
tend to underestimate equivalent dose compared to the range of studies examined in both Paganetti (2012) and
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Hälg and Schneider (2020), possibly due to the reference studies’use ofmono-energetic fields at a single angle
versus a full treatment plan and our aforementioned lack of a full simulation geometry.

Other future developments to consider could be full DVH-based volumetric risk calculations, especially for
organs in the transition region that are closer to the treatment field, for use in risk-optimized treatment
planning. Furthermore, future studies could include not just ERRor EAR, but also include lifetime attributable
risk (LAR). Not only this, but also some retrospective analysis could be performedwhere available clinical dose
delivery data is compared against results obtained using hybrid phantoms.

Futurework should also focus on cases where secondary cancer risk is of themost concern, such as in
pediatric cases. A full library ofMRCPs of varied body types are now available (Choi et al 2020), allowing amore
refined initial selection ofMRCP tomatchWBCTbody type and dimensions. In addition to this, pediatricmesh
phantoms and a corresponding library are currently under development (Choi et al 2021), enabling the creation
and study of pediatric hybrid phantoms. Additionally, frequent sites of secondary cancer such as sarcomas,
breast, CNS, or otherOARs could be added to the risk calculations on a treatment site specific basis. Similarly,
treatment plans targeting other primary cancer sites where secondary cancer is a concern for treatment planning
could be investigated using the hybrid phantommethodology.

5. Conclusions

For the selected out-of-field organs, the hybrid phantomwasmost frequently the best predictor in terms of
second cancer risk. The choice of a specific riskmodel did not alter the fact that the hybrid phantom is an overall
better predictor compared to a fully genericmesh patientmodel, although it can affect the absolute level of the
quantified risk. The accuracy of the prediction is not dependent on specific choice of organs, but rather on other
parameters, predominantly the treatment plan itself and the relative location of the organswith respect to the
treatmentfield.

The hybrid CT-mesh phantomprovides a tool to supplement patient CT images with patient-specific out-
of-field anatomy to providemore accurate predictions of equivalent dose and secondary cancer risk than generic
anthropomorphic phantoms.However, further development is needed in automating the hybrid creation and in
accounting for the contributions of themachine and roomgeometry to the dose components related to second
cancer risk.
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